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PEACE CORP
VOL. 1 NO. 1

EWS

A Special College Supplement

WINTER. 1962

Peace Corps Plans to Double in'63
Mounting Requests Follow
Volunteer Achievements
Amid conflicting views of optimism and skepticism, the Peace
Corps launched a scant IK months ago a new experiment in United
Si.ilcs Aid to developing nations.
"A boondoggle." some cried. "Overseas junkets for beatniks,"
said others.
"A noble undertaking." countered the optimists.
While the debate continued, thousands of young Americans,
(and some not so young) quietly volunteered their services to
help people in need around the
world. Near!) 5,000 Volunteer!
are already at work in more
than A2 countries. By the beginning of the next school year.
9,000 Volunteers will be on the
job.
How arc they doing? One
For the first time in known
history, an American fighter re- measure is the response of the
cently came out of the ring right nations where they have gone.
side up after a match with a Every country has asked for
Thai. The American tighter was double, triple or quadruple the
Bob Pitts, a Peace Corps Volun- number of Volunteers already
■I work.
teer, from Redbank, N.J.
Pitts, who teaches physics at
Said Colombia's President
Chulalongkorn University, did Valencia in his inaugural adnot go into the ring unprepared. dress: "The mission which they
He had been a boxer at Yale
(the Volunteers) are furthering
University where he received his is truly extraordinary and meriH A degree. He had trained for torious, worthy of Colombia's
three weeks under a former Thai gratitude.
They make direct
champion, studying the vagaries contact with our most humble
of Thai boxing which permits people in our towns and vilkicking, kneeing, elbowing and lages; they hear their complaints,
gouging.
understand their anguish and
The fans applauded gleefully
stimulate their hopes.
as Pitts performed the prc-bout
"There is no other action
ritual of drawing symbols and more effective to the service of
making incantations to down the continental integration than this
spirit of his opponent, Wooth Peace Corps which allows a
Barhos. Although the incanta- young man from Chicago to
tions didn't completely succeed know the thoughts of a man
in downing Barbos' spirit, they
from Sahanalarga or Firaviat least subdued it. The match
toba."
was a draw.
President Valencia has scored
Athletic training ranks high in
the needs of developing nations, part of the Peace Corps' basic
in part because it helps develop objectives—human understanding. Congress defined for the
health and physical fitness. But
even more important in the Peace Corps these primary aims:
minds of country leaders is the
I. To help developing nations
feeling of national pride and meet their needs for trained
unity that comes from creditable manpower.
performance of their teams at
(»<• 'NoiMlllMf,' page 4)
Olympic or regional games.

Thailand Bout
Ends in Draw
For Volunteer

PEACE CORPS TEACHER Kenneth Baer of Beverly Hills, Calif., instructs a class of Ghanaian students
in Accra. Baer received a Master's degree in American history from the University of California in
1961. He now teachers general arts subjects at the Ebeneeier Secondary School in Accra.

Tribal Dances, Chants
Spark Ghanaian Nights
(Editor's note: Newell Flathrr of Lowell, Ma»„ in a Pearr
Corps Volunteer teacher in Winneba, Ghana. The following
is from a letter he wrote.) Six months ago my future seemed
settled and secure. Fresh out of college I had been accepted by the
University of Virginia Law School, and except for a superficial
spring course, I hardly knew where Ghana was.
A late June telegram from
the Peace Corps, two months
training at Berkeley, two weeks
indoctrination at the University
of Ghana, Lcgon. and three and
one half months of residence in
Ohio University will award Winncba have considerably alacademic credit to Peace Corps tered this circumstance.
Volunteers, announced Dr. RogI find my school, my town,
ers Finch, Chief of the Division and my job all very interestof University Relations for the ing. The school is deep-seated
Peace Corps.
and saturated with Ghanaian
"This is an unprecedented revolutionary tradition. As Hismove which we expect will be tory Department Chairman, I
followed by other universities," have been asked by the headDr. Finch said. The program
master to write a history of the
applies specifically to a teaching school, a fascinating undertakproject in the West Cameroons, ing with which I am currently
sponsored by the Peace Corps occupied.
and administered by the UniHere a beautiful hospital funcversity of Ohio.
tions side by side with active
Currently, three types of ac- fetish priests and powerful Afritivities for which academic credit can Jaju. My house is within
may be sought on an individual hearing distance of the cerebasis by a Volunteer are:
monial grounds, and I can catch
1) The Peace Corps training
(See 'Tribal.' page 4)
program for which full or partial
equivalency to regularly established academic courses may be
given by some institutions. Plans
are now underway at Columbia
Congress has voted a $59 milTeachers College, the University
of Pittsburgh. Syracuse Univer- lion Peace Corps appropriation
sity and New Paltz State Teach- for fiscal 1963. The appropriaers College to give credit for the tion, supported by both parties
in Congress, almost doubled last
training program.
2) Some colleges will give year's funds.
Sargent Shriver, director of
course credit for the cultural,
job and language experience the Peace Corps, said the second
year goal was to increase the
gained abroad.
3) A third potential area of number of Volunteers overseas
academic credit exists in indi- to 10.000.
vidual study, provided it does
Praise for the Peace Corps has
not detract from the basic pur- come from all sides of Congress
poses for which the Volunteer is including some of the more conserving overseas.
servative members.

Colleges Give
Academic Credit

Corps Allotted
$59 Million

College Grads
Best Qualified
All college students are
urged to complete their degree requirements before
entering the Peace Corps.
Although a degree is not
a prerequisite for all projects, the possession of a
degree is definitely considered an asset by Peace
Corps officials.

Liaisons Serve
2,000 Campuses
More than 2.000 Peace Corps
liaison officers are assisting the
Peace Corps on as many campuses across the nation. Appointed by the university president, these faculty or administrative officers are the direct link
between the Peace Corps and the
colleges.
Serving as advisors and publicists, the liaison is usually in
contact with Volunteer alumni
serving overseas. Interested students who do not know the
local liaison officer may find his
identity by calling the college
president's office.
Student-faculty or all-student
Peace Corps committees have
been organized on many campuses to help the liaison officer.
The committees promote special
Peace Corp events, disseminate
information and support alumni
Volunteers in the field. Further
information about such support
work can be obtained by writing
Public Affairs, Peace Corps,
Washington 25, D. C.
Overseas, too, college professors are making their contribution. In addition to the teachers
serving with the 12 universityadministered projects, there are

(See ■l.iaiton»: page 3)

Nancy Tonner, 22, a Peace Corps Volunteer from Henderson, Ky.,
cavorts with some of her Chilean friends. She is teaching preschool children in San Gregorio, a low-income housing development in Santiago. Miss Tanner attended Hollins College in Virginia.

From The Director
By Sargent Shriver
America has always expected much from its youth. Alexander Hamilton was 31 when he wrote the Federalist papers,
and Thomas Jefferson was 33 when he wrote the Declaration
of Independence.
More importantly, the young men and women of the world
are on the move. The President of the Central African Republic is 31. The Chief of State of Guinea is 39. Mauritania's
Prime Minister is 37. The Prime Minister of Morocco is 32.
In this world it is an asset to be young — and to be committed
to responsibility.
The Peace Corps has already spoken to the heart of a young
nation — a nation in which 45 per cent of the people are
under 25 years of age.
Students from more than 800 of America's colleges and
universities have provided the Peace Corps with almost 90
percent of its Volunteers. Therefore, it is to the future Volunteers that will come from campuses of colleges and universities throughout the nation that we are dedicating this special
section.
The world is coming alive. New countries are bunting with
activity. In Latin America and the Middle East, in Africa and
Asia, there is an urgent desire to leap into the twentieth
century.
The Peace Corps is part of our effort to help make that leap
forward a success. It is a part of our effort to help in the
world-wide assault against poverty, hunger, ignorance and disease — a grass roots, rice roots volunteer effort of free men.
There has been an important missing link in our existing
programs of foreign assistance — and the link was well
described by a student from Pakistan, who said:
"We are not ungrateful for the aid we have received . . .
but it would be infinitely better if it could be done in a more
direct and personal way."
It is important to emphasize that Americans working abroad
as members of the Peace Corps will receive as much as they
give, and perhaps more. I want to make it clear that when
our Volunteeis go to other countries they will go to learn, not
just to watch.
So, we must combine to work together — our Peace Corps
Volunteers imparting some of the technical knowledge we have
learned in the last few generations — and in turn learning
something of the cultures that have developed in other nations
over many generations. It is a two-way street.

From Fishermen To Profs;
The Peace Corps Trains All
How do you prepare a Volunteer who will be a fisherman in
Togo?
On the other hand, how would
you train a Volunteer who will
be a university professor in
Venezuela?
These are the questions that
the training division of the Peace
Corps must face and answer.
The major part of the training
is usually conducted at an American university. This lasts approximately ten weeks. Language, customs, history and culture of the host country are emphasized. Refresher courses are
given in the work skills that the
Volunteer will be using.
Following the university training, most of the Volunteers go
to Puerto Rico for an additional
month. Contrary to some reports, this is no muscle factory.
Physical conditioning, a large
part of the camp's training, is
adjusted to the individual's age
and abilities. The program is
aimed as much at the mind as
the body. It is intended to
strengthen self-confidence
through challenge and reveal to
the trainees their own unexpected
capacities.
Language
training is continued at the
camp.
In most cases, additional training is given the Volunteer when
he arrives in the host country.
In preparing the Volunteer for
his work, there, are several basic
objectives:
I, To improve previously acquired technical or academic
skills.
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2. To insure that the Volunteers will be able to speak the
language of the country of their
assignment. Instruction averages
as much as five hours daily.
3. To teach the geography,
economy, history, traditions and
customs of the country to which
the Volunteers will be assigned.
4. To insure that the Volunteers have an adequate knowledge of their country and heritage.
5. To inform the Volunteers
of Communist ideology and tactics.

New York Slum
Is Testing Area
For Training
Slum neighborhood! of New
York City are the testing ground
for a new concept in training
Peace Corps Volunteers to work
in community development in
Latin America. During October,
90 trainees for Colombia served
on a field-work program in Manhattan's lower East Side and in
the East Harlem and Chelsea
districts.
Organized by the New York
School of Social Work of Columbia University, the training
program provides for seven
hours a day of community work
with New York City welfare
agencies, in addition to classes in
social work and in Spanish.
This phase of training for the
Colombia project followed eight
weeks of training at the University of New Mexico and four
weeks in Puerto Rico. The total
training program of 16 weeks is
the longest ever undertaken by
the Peace Corps and the first to
include field work in a specifically urban environment.
The New York training is
designed to prepare Volunteers
for community development under the auspices of CARE in
eight cities of Colombia.
Assignments in Colombia will
include work in initiating and
developing neighborhood selfhelp projects.

Questionnaires
Due For Grads
Students who are interested in joining the Peace
Corps at the end of January or June semesters
should submit Questionnaires now.
Completing the Questionnaire is the first step:
it
precedes the Peace
Corps test. Six to eight
weeks are required to
process the Questionnaire.
Questionnaires may be
obtained from your campus Peace Corps Liaison
Officer, from placement
offices, post offices, United
States Senators or Congressmen, or directly from
the Peace Corps, Washington 25, D. C.

"Any Sigma Chit in the area?"
K*print«H tourtny of C-nrral Ktaturm Corp.

Sacrifice? 'HogwasK Says
Volunteer in Philippines
(Editor'e note: David Sianton, 24, is a Peace Corpe
Volunteer teaching in the
Philippinee. A native New
Yorker, Ssanton wrote a letter describing hia life in the
Philippinee to the Harvard
Peace Corpe Advisor. Following are excerpts from that
letter.)
At least in the Philippines, the
Peace Corps is not introducing
cultural imperialism; quite the
reverse, most of the Peace Corps
Volunteers are working to erase
that evil.
I and another fellow (an An
tioch graduate), have a house of
our own in the town of Numancia of the province of Aklan.
That puts us just about in the
middle of the country in the
region known as the Visayas.
Cocoanuts, fish and rice are the
three major products of the area,
though income is relatively low
in comparison to some other
parts of the country. Our house
is partially of wood construction,
but mostly bamboo and nipa
palm. It's got a living room,
kitchen, pantry, and bath. The
floors are split bamboo and the
house in general is quite airy,
light and comfortable. It is not
as ornate as the homes of a majority of the teachers we work
with. Physically there are no
problems whatsoever and all this
talk about the great sacrifices
Volunteers are making is just so
much hogwash.
Teaching Teachers

James Welcome, 24, from Bloomington, III., and two farmers at*
inspecting wheat samples from the village farms. Welcome is an
agricultural extension agent in Colombia. He attended the University of Illinois where he majored in agronomy.
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Most of our waking hours are
spent one way or another working in or through the schools.
Specifically, I've been in the
Central School, grades one to
six, 19 teachers, approximately
650 kids. The Bureau of Public
Schools requested that we work
largely in the fields of second
language (English) teaching and
science. Those in fact have been
our focal points, though an occasional class in water safety or
social studies is also to be expected. Like most of the other
Volunteers, I've spent most of

my time working with the teachers, helping them develop their
lesson plans, teaching them the
general science they are to teach
their classes and doing demonstrations for science classes and
of second language teaching
techniques for which we were
trained at Penn State and the
training center here. Have also
been building various science
demonstration equipments, as
they are called here.
Now not all of the Volunteers
are focusing so strongly on the
teachers, and I, in fact, intend to
shift emphasis myself when the
new school year begins in June.
Am going to put in several hours
a week working on remedial
English with a small group of
the slower students and on advanced science programs with
about a dozen of the brighter
kids who are more apt to go on
to high school.
The almost universal reaction
of the Volunteer, once he gets
to know his community, is to
attempt to do something about

(See 'Sacrifice,' page 4)

Language Plays
Placement Role
Prior knowledge of a language
is not essential for many Peace
Corps assignments but language
often is a factor in geographical
placement of Peace Corps applicants. Students well-versed in
French probably would be asked
to train for positions in the
French-speaking areas of Africa.
Similarly, a knowledge of
Spanish particularly qualifies an
applicant in a project for a Latin
American country.
Applicants are not expected to
know the more exotic languages.
An intensive language training
program, patterned after the successful laboratory methods developed during World War II,
produces remarkable progress in
learning a new language or in
improving a basic knowledge of
French or Spanish.
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Liberal Arts Grads Requested by Emerging Nations
Math, Science
Instructors
In Demand

Initiative,
Versatility
Aid Volunteer

The liberal arts graduate has
a wide variety of Peace Corps
opportunities in teaching, since
more than half the Volunteers
are serving in classroom situations.
The majority of the requests
for teachers come in the fields of
mathematics, physics, chemistry
and biology, or for the teaching
of English as a second language.
If new and emerging nations
are to achieve and maintain a
competitive position in the contemporary world, they must develop their own cadre of technicians and scientists, trained to
cope with an increasingly complex society.
English, the language in which
some 90 per cent of the world's
technical writing is available, is
a prerequisite, as are the physical sciences. Therefore, Volunteers who have had a sufficient
grounding in these areas will undoubtedly be asked to take
teaching assignments if they are
otherwise qualified.
Qualifications for teaching in
the Peace Corps include a bachelor's degree. While the Peace
Corps looks for experienced
teachers, and seeks the graduate
who has been trained in teaching
for some overseas programs, formal education courses are not
mandatory in all projects.

A liberal arts major who
doesn't want to go into teaching,
but who would still like to go
into the Peace Corps may serve
in community development projects.
Community development is a
term often heard but seldom
understood.
In the usual sense, it means
the effort of people in groups to
raise their standard of living
through democratic procedures.
Above all, community development workers must be able to
inspire others to initiate and participate in social action. They
must be able to serve as catalysts.
Volunteers work on the precinct level with rural and urban
people, helping them define and
place priorities on their needs
and desires, helping them to harness their resources and capabilities to achieve their goals.
For community development
workers the decisive qualifications are versatility, a broadness
of experiences, a collection of
knacks gleaned from hobbies,
participation in sports, or summer jobs; in short, traits which
many liberal arts students have
gained in the process of growing
up.
To the previous experience of
the Volunteer, the Peace Corps
adds special training in rudimentary technical skills.

35,744 Persons
Complete Forms
Merit alone determines admission to the Peace Corps.
Since the Peace Corps began in
1961, 35,774 persons have filled
out Questionnaires, the first step
in becoming a Volunteer.
When a Questionnaire is filled
out and sent to Washington, the
listed references are contacted.
While this is being done, the
potential Volunteer usually takes
the Peace Corps Placement Test
which serves as an index of a
trainee's capabilities in relation
to the job he is selected to do.
No one "passes" or "fails" this
examination.
Peace Corps growth has
necessitated automation of one
phase of the selection process.
Coded information is now recorded on a computer tape. A
similar tape lists specific requirements for all Peace Corps positions.

"PEACE GEESE" is the name
given these birds by Peace
Corps Volunteers in St. Lucia.
They were sent to the Island by
Heifer Project, Inc., which is
helping administer the project.
The birds' progress is checked
by Volunteer Merlin Skretved.
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This map shows the countries where Peace Corps Volunteers are serving.
4,178 Volunteers in 42 developing nations of the world.

At present there are

100 New Projects Slated in '63
More than 100 new Peace Corps projects will enter training at U. S. colleges and universities in the next 10 months
additional information on any of these projects, please (ill out the coupon on the back page.
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Total Volunteers needed
for projects from
January 1W3 through
August, 1363
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(continued from /xrjre 1)
at least 15 professors serving
as Peace Corps Representatives
abroad with the Volunteers.
There arc people like William
J. P. Mangin, associate professor
of sociology and anthropology at
Syracuse University, who is serving in Peru. Dr. Mangin had
been a field director in Peru for
Cornell University, after receiving his B.A. from Syracuse and
his Ph.D. from Yale.
William F. Unsocld, the Peace
Corps deputy representative in
Nepal, was assistant professor of
philosophy and religion at Qrcgon State University in Corvallis,
An expert mountaineer, Dr.
Unsocld has been selected as
"Chef d'Attaque" for the 1963
American assault on Mount
Everest.
Hazel V. Clarke, an instructor
in commerce at North Carolina
College in Durham for 13 years,
is the deputy representative in
British Honduras.

-•

■-"

.

Liaisons...

.

.3.669
■

•

ROAD SURVEYING techniques
are explained by Volunteer Eugene Schreiber to co-workers in
Tanganyika. Schreiber, 21, is a
civil engineering graduate of
Purdue University.
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LIBERIA VOLUNTEERS Carol and David Smith visit with village
parents of students in their classes. Both are graduates of the
University of Puget Sound and are from Seattle, Wash.

Mounting Requests Follow...
(continued from page 1)
2. To help Americans understand people of other countries;
and
3. To help people of other
countries
better
understand
Americans.
Geographically, the Peace
Corps' major thrust is in Latin
America and Africa, with those
continents scheduled to have
3,100 and 2,400 Volunteers by
the end of next year. The Far
East will have 2,000 and the
Near East and South Asia,
1,500.
Teacher* Needed
While teachers — of all subjects at all levels — continue to
top all skill requests, a major
emphasis in many countries is
in community development, a
program that calls for workers
in agriculture, public health,
construction, social welfare and
engineering.
A Volunteer in Colombia defines Community Development
as "a system of group education
through physical projects." Volunteers live and work in the
villages, not only to help the
people build "physical projects,"
but also to introduce the con-

cept of local self-reliance
through democratic group action.
Into this program the Peace
Corps is placing liberal arts students who have no developed
professional skill. Training programs are designed to develop
Volunteers' abilities to lead
communities in self-help programs.

Draft Boards
Give Deferment
Military service obligations are
not met through Peace Corps
service. Volunteers can, however, be deferred for the period
of their overseas service and, on
returning home, could qualify
for further deferment at the discretion of their local Selective
Service Boards.
Peace Corps service is "within
the national interest," said Lt.
Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, Director
of Selective Service.
Volunteers will be classified by
the Selective Service like all
other registrants "engaged in activities in the national health,
safety or interest."

BIOLOGY STUDENTS at the Opoku War* Secondary School in
Kumasi, Ghana receive instruction from Peace Corps Volunteer
Ophelia Delane of Hollis, Long Island, N.Y. Ophelia, 26,
received her BS degree in 1957 from Johnson S. Smith University.
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SONG SESSION of rural youngsters in Chile is led by Volunteer Joseph Keyerleber, 22, of Cleveland, O. A graduate of Notre Dame, Keyerleber is one of a group of 106 Volunteers in Chile
working in community development. He is helping farmers at Chilian set up rural cooperatives.

Fast Facts...
Married couples are eligible for the Peace Corps
if both persons are qualified and they have no dependent children under 18.
Georgetown University
in Washington has set up a
series of scholarships for
returning Peace Corps Volunteers. Two full scholarships, covering the entire
course of a recipient's
studies, will be offered
each year. Other universities, including Michigan
State are now working on
similar proposals.

Sacrifice...
(continued from page 2)
the most pressing, obvious problems he finds.
We in Numancia have become
extremely involved in a wide
ranging program trying to encourage people to build and
use toilets, build pigpens, and
fence their gardens when they
have them (though more often
the problem is to get them to
grow a garden), all of which
should contribute to the health
of the community.
The problems you run into
when you become involved in
such a campaign, the knowledge
you gain of the local political
structure, economics and psychology could fill several volumes. And this is probably the
most fascinating aspect of the
work, especially for someone
with a background or interests in
the social sciences. Here you are
given a position of leadership
and great respect within a community. Suddenly, what you say
and do really counts. The problems you face are no longer academic,-but real and personal.
Quite clearly, there are already
indications that these two years
in the Philippines will be one of
the most valuable and educational experiences of my life.
Perhaps even more so than four
years at Harvard.
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Tribal Dances, Chants...
(continued from page 1)
a late show and a late, late show
of magnificent dancing, drumming and chanting three or four
times a week.
Real privations have been at a
minimum. My house, a two
mile walk from the school, is
without electricity, refrigeration,
and transportation; but it is compensatingly located on the beautiful, grassy, warm-wind-swept
plains of Winneba and faces the
distant and lovely Mount Mankoadze. Never before have I
seen so much sky, eaten such
good fish, or breathed so much
good air.
My work has fallen into a satisfactory semi-routine. In order
to reach school for the morning
service and the first class at
seven, I rise each day at fivethirty. Classes are completed at
two, at which time I return
home for lunch except when I
remain on duty until nine, or for
student meetings which last the
afternoon. My teaching, 28 hours
a week of English language.
French language, English literature and British history, 1066-

1485, demands many extra hours
of preparation as well as corrections, since I majored in American History. Thus I cannot usually retire before ten or tenthirty.
Extra activities not already
mentioned include additional
classes for the upper forms in
English and history (often for
students not officially in my
classes), and being a Form Master, the Entertainments Master,
and the Debating Union Master.
It has been interesting to give a
few Saturday night lectures to
the school. The last, a planned
hour and actually three and onehalf hours talk on Berlin, has
been the most successful.
I consider my supreme achievement of the term to be the reorientation of the school's history program from British to
West African. This job was left
entirely up to me and it involved
a good deal of reading and study
in order to find the right books
for the students and the right
syllabus for the teacher. I am
looking forward to teaching
West African history next year.
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